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Abstract

Motion events typically involve an entity moving along a path in a certain manner. Research on language typology has identified

three types of languages based on the characteristic expression of manner and path information. In satellite-framed languages, the

main verb expresses information about manner of movement and a subordinate satellite element (e.g., a verb particle) to the verb

conveys the path of movement. In verb-framed languages, the main verb expresses the core information of the path of movement,

and the manner information is expressed in a subordinate structure (e.g., a gerundive). Both manner and path, however, are

expressed by equivalent grammatical forms in equipollently-framed languages. In this paper, we explore the place of Mandarin

Chinese in motion event typology through an examination of motion event descriptions in Chinese novels. We find that Chinese

writers do not pattern their narrative descriptions of motion events as do writers of satellite-framed languages, nor as writers of verb-

framed languages. Rather, Chinese writers follow unique habitual patterns of language use that lead to the contention that Chinese is

an equipollently-framed language.
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1. Introduction

Motion events, which typically involve an entity moving from one place to another, are among the earliest,

most basic and pervasive events in our lives (Johnson, 1987). We move around the world every day, changing our

perspective relative to people and objects around us, and from birth forward we experience the movement of ourselves

and others.

Each language has many different means for talking about objects and their motion through space, but one of them is

more characteristic than others. According to Talmy (2000:27), an expression of motion event is characteristic in a

language if (1) it is colloquial in style, rather than literary or stilted; (2) it is frequent in occurrence in speech, rather than

only occasional; and (3) it is pervasive, rather than limited—that is, a wide range of semantic notions are expressed in this

type.
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Research on typology of language has revealed that languages differ with respect to their characteristic expression

of motion events. This paper examines the various ways of talking about motion events in actual language use in

Mandarin Chinese in order to identify its characteristic expression of motion. By doing so, it offers a new type of

evidence for the typological properties of the language.

2. The controversy over the place of Mandarin Chinese in motion event typology

By looking at characteristic expression of motion events, Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000) has proposed a

two-way typology differentiating satellite-framed languages from verb-framed languages.1 Satellite-framed

languages (e.g., English) characteristically encode the path of movement in a satellite element such as a particle

(e.g., in, out, across) subordinate to the main verb of a clause, whereas verb-framed languages (e.g., Spanish)

characteristically encode the path in the main verb. This contrast may be illustrated by example (1) from Slobin

(1997:438).
(1)
1 Tal

domai
English original
my’s typological framework is not lim

n of aspect, change of state, action c
Spanish translation
I ran out the kitchen door,
 Salı́ por la puerta de la cocina
‘‘I exited [by] the kitchen door’’
past the animal pens,
 pasé por los corrales
‘‘passed by the animal pens’’
towards Jasón’s house.
 y me dirigı́ a casa de Jasón
‘‘and directed myself to Jasón’s house’’
As shown in (1), while English employs a set of locative particles and prepositions (out, past, towards) to encode

changes in location, Spanish typically makes use of a set of separate verbs (salı́, pasé, me dirigı́) instead.

Satellite-framed (and hence S-) languages and verb-framed (hence V-) languages also differ in their preferences for

encoding the manner of movement. S-languages typically encode it as part of the main verb, and contain a rich lexicon

of manner verbs (e.g., crawl, creep, dash, dart, fly, jump, leap, limp, run, slip, splash, splat, stroll, throw, walk).

Therefore, an English speaker would most likely say I ran out the kitchen door as in (1), rather than (2) even though

both are grammatical.
(2) I exited the kitchen door, running.
ited to motion events, but embraces a broader range of conceptual domains including the conceptua

orrelation, and event realization.
In contrast, V-languages contain fewer such manner verbs, and the manner information may be expressed in a

separate lexical item from the main verb. For example, in the Spanish translation in (1), the main verb, salı́, indicates

that motion has occurred in a particular direction and information about manner of movement is omitted altogether.

Although the translator might have encoded manner in the main verb (corrı́ por la puerta de la cocina ‘‘(I) ran through

the door of the kitchen’’) or added a separate linguistic unit subordinate to the main verb such as the gerundive

corriendo ‘‘running’’ in example (3) to indicate manner, such perfectly grammatical options are not characteristic of

Spanish.
(3)
 Salı́ por la puerta de la cocina corriendo

exit by the door of the kitchen running
‘‘I exited the kitchen door, running.’’
Talmy’s binary typology hinges on a single crucial criterion: does a given language preferentially express path

(i.e., change of location) in the main verb (as in V-languages) or in satellite elements associated with the main verb (as
l
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in S-languages)? Thus, the identification of the main verb in a clause is of utter importance. Such identification is

relatively easy for languages such as English and Spanish where distinct morphological markings are present to

differentiate the main verb from its supporting elements. In these languages, there is only one main verb slot in a

clause, encoding either manner or path of motion. Consequently, in these languages, Talmy’s system works well

without much difficulty.

This system of identification becomes problematic when applied to Chinese, which has a pervasive serial verb

construction that allows for at least two verb slots in a single clause: one for the manner verb, and the other for the path

verb. There is no explicit morphological marking to indicate which one is the main verb. In fact, the two verbs form a

closely-knit grammatical constituent that shares a common grammatical marking, such as aspect. The example in (4)

consists of a serial verb construction in which the first verb ( pǎo ‘‘run’’) expresses manner of movement while path is

expressed in the second verb ( chū ‘‘exit’’), and the perfective aspectual marker le has the scope of both pǎo and

chū.
Thus, the typological classification of Chinese depends crucially on the grammatical status of the path verb in a

serial verb construction. If the path verb is the main verb, Chinese should fall into Talmy’s class of V-languages. If the

path verb is a satellite element and the manner verb is the main verb, Chinese should be considered an S-language.

These two different possibilities regarding the grammatical status of the path verb in the Chinese serial verb

construction have been the center of debate among Chinese linguists. While linguists such as Hsueh (1989) and Tai

(2003) consider the path verb to be the main verb, others such as Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1981), and Chang

(2001) regard it as a complement, or satellite in Talmy’s (1991) terminology, to the preceding manner verb. Each group

has made some observations and discovered some facts that are problematic to the other, and there is no sign of a

settlement in the near future.

A third possibility, of course, exists; namely, that both verbs in a serial verb construction are of equal

status. Such a schema acknowledges that there is no distinction between finite and non-finite forms of these verbs

and each can be used independently without the other in a clause. If we accept this position, then the

specifications of path and manner information are achieved by equivalent grammatical forms in Chinese, and

Chinese might be neither a V-language nor an S-language. Instead, it could belong to the class of what Slobin

(2004:226) calls an ‘‘equipollently-framed’’ language, where ‘‘both manner and path are expressed by

‘equipollent’ elements—that is, elements that are equal in formal linguistic terms, and appear to be equal in force

or significance’’.

Although the recognition of this third language type is seemingly a logical solution to the controversy, few studies

have been undertaken with the goal of providing evidence to show that Chinese does behave differently from

V-languages and S-languages. Since grammatical analysis has proven to be unhelpful for this purpose, we need to turn

our attention to analysis of language as it is used in speech. Talmy’s criteria of ‘‘characteristic expression’’ in his

typology system mandate close examination of language use. But it was Slobin who put this into practice, and

demonstrated the importance and unique value of the shift from the study of typology of language structures to the

study of typology of language use.

3. Typology of language use in spoken and written discourse

Studies of narrative discourse have revealed that the structural differences between S-languages and V-languages

have significant and predictable implications for the organization of connected discourse in the two language types.

They influence speakers’ rhetorical styles (Slobin, 1996a, 1997) and habitual patterns of language use (Slobin, 2004),

and in fact impact the structure of an entire narrative (Hendriks, 1993; Hickman, 2003; Ibarretxe-Antuñano, 2004).

Several contrasts have been observed, and Slobin (1997) formulates the following proposals regarding manner, path,

ground, and the general rhetoric style.
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lobin’s (1997) proposals regarding motion event descriptions in S- versus V-languages
r
egarding manner
a
. V
bin (

eve

lish

n I, t

nish

bién

en I,

nglish

to pr
-language users express manner only when it is absolutely needed, and typically, translational motion takes

precedence.
b
. S
-languages have a larger and more diverse lexicon of manner verbs than V-languages.
c
. M
anner verbs in S-languages are more expressive than those in V-languages.
r
egarding path
d
. V
-language users mention fewer path segments than S-language users do when describing comparable

motion events.
r
egarding ground
e
. V
-language users use fewer ground elements per clause than S-language users do.
f
. V
-language users are more likely to use motion verbs without any ground information in the clause than

S-language users.
r
egarding rhetorical style
g
. V
-language users devote more attention to describing aspects of the static scene which provides the physical

context for a motion event, whereas S-language users devote more attention to descriptions of the process of

motion.2
This pattern of contrasts between S- and V-languages in language use has been confirmed by independent researchers

working on various languages (e.g., Slobin, 1997, and the collection of papers in Strömqvist and Verhoeven, 2004), and is

‘‘apparently independent of language family, geographical area, and culture’’ (Slobin, 2003:164).

These typological characteristics in discourse may serve as indices for determining the typological category of

Chinese. If Chinese is an S-language, we would expect Chinese speakers to exhibit habitual patterns of motion event

descriptions similar to those of English speakers. If Chinese is a V-language, we would expect Chinese speakers to

exhibit habitual patterns of motion event descriptions similar to those of Spanish speakers. If Chinese speakers exhibit

a mixed pattern that does not completely resemble any of the two language types, then we have to conclude that

Chinese indeed belongs to another language type.

In our previous studies (Chen, 2005, 2007; Guo and Chen, in press), we have tested Slobin’s (1997)

proposals with elicited spoken narratives. When asked to tell a ‘‘frog story’’ from the wordless picture book Frog,

where are you? (Mayer, 1969), Chinese speakers’ descriptions of motion events differ from the descriptions of

both Spanish and English speakers. On the one hand, Chinese speakers pattern with English speakers in their

tendency to (i) use a great variety of manner verbs, and (ii) break a scene into several segments and use separate

action clauses to mention, segment-by-segment, what takes place in the scene. On the other hand, Chinese

speakers pattern with Spanish speakers in their tendency to (iii) provide limited description of ground elements,

and (iv) provide rich descriptions of the physical settings in which movement takes place. Thus, the elicited

spoken narrative data lead to the contention that Chinese belongs to a third language type (i.e., equipollently-

framed).

4. Examining motion event descriptions in written narratives

Although the elicited spoken narratives provide us with very informative data, this type of data may have its

limitations. Speakers in the context of spontaneous oral narration may be constrained by the online time pressure
1997) illustrated the contrast between dynamic and static descriptions in the two types of languages with the following translation of a

nt description from English to Spanish.

original:

oo, went down the steep twisting path through the dark woods to the beach below.

translation:

yo toméen tonces el pendiente y tortuoso sendero que, atravesando la arboleda oscura, bajaba a la playa . . .

too, took the steep and twisting path that, traversing the dark woods, descended to the beach . . .’’
original allows the protagonist to go down the path – through the woods – to the beach, whereas the Spanish translation uses a relative

esent a static description of the path that traverses the woods and descends to the beach.
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of speaking as well as by the pictorial events depicted in the wordless storybook itself. The results obtained from

the elicited spoken narratives may therefore be an artifact of the content and nature of an artificial task. Because

all languages have the necessary grammatical devices and linguistic resources to encode all the semantic

components of a motion event, it is possible in theory that speakers of any given language, if they were given

sufficient time and were allowed to be as expressive as they wanted to be, might relate the same event or sequence

of events with the same degree of elaboration, regardless of the language type.

For this reason, Slobin (1996a) compared references to ground objects in the motion event descriptions in five

Spanish and five English novels. He found that English novelists make more frequent reference to ground objects in

association with verbs of motion than Spanish novelists. Specifically, the percentage of the motion event descriptions

that included some phrases referring to ground objects was higher in the English novels (96%) than in the Spanish

novels (81%). In addition, English novelists tended to mention a larger number of elements referring to ground

objects per motion event description than Spanish novelists. Slobin (2000) also reported a study comparing the use of

manner of motion verbs in seven novels from each of two S-languages, English and Russian, and two V-languages,

Spanish and Turkish. In comparison to the two V-languages, the two S-languages made more frequent use of manner

verbs, which were also more diverse and expressive. Specifically, about half of the motion verbs that were used in

English and Russian novels encoded some information about manner of movement, but less than one quarter of the

verbs used in Spanish and Turkish novels were manner verbs. While English novels contained 51 types of intransitive

verbs of self-motion, Spanish and Turkish novels had only 23 and 15 respectively. Slobin concluded that while

manner verbs are a salient aspect of novels in S-languages, they are not in V-languages. Other studies showed similar

patterns. Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003) examined novels in Turkish (a V-language) and English (an S-language), and

observed the same typological contrast in motion verb use. They also examined alternative means of conveying

information about manner of movement, and found that Turkish and English novels both make use of alternative

means of conveying manner at comparable rate. Interestingly, however, Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003:268) noted

important differences in the functions of alternative manner expressions in English and Turkish: ‘‘Turkish speakers

use these means mainly to add manner information to basic motion event descriptions, apparently compensating for

what they cannot easily encode at the level of motion verb constructions’’, while ‘‘English speakers use such means

predominantly to elaborate or augment the manner that has already been encoded by the verb’’. Oh (2003) found that

manner verbs were more heavily used in novels written in English (an S-language) than those written in Korean (a V-

language). The contrast found in novels between S-languages and V-languages, then, has mirrored that found in oral

narration.

5. The present study of motion expressions in Chinese novels

Previous studies provide clear evidence to suggest that the language use patterns in discourse are sensitive to the

structural typological differences in the encoding of motion events. These findings suggest that a study of Chinese

written discourse could make significant contributions to the typological categorization of Chinese, by providing

additional information to studies based on elicited spoken discourse data. This study therefore sets out to examine how

Chinese writers express motion events in creative fictions. The goal is to see whether the discourse characteristics of

motion event descriptions observed in the previously studied oral narratives will also show up in written narratives in

Chinese.

This study will compare Mandarin Chinese data with comparable data from English (an S-language) and

Spanish and Turkish (two V-languages). Specifically, the present study addresses the following four research

questions:
(i)
 Is the use of motion verbs and motion constructions in Chinese similar to that in S-languages or in

V-languages or neither?
(ii)
 Do Chinese motion expressions frequently contain dynamic path expressions, as in S-languages;

or contain only limited path details, as in V-languages?
(iii)
 Are the references to ground elements in Chinese similar to those in S-languages or in V-languages

or neither?
(iv)
 Is the use of alternative expressions of manner in Chinese novels similar to that in S-languages or in

V-languages or neither?
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5.1. Samples and selection procedures

The samples consist of descriptions of motion events in nine novels written in Chinese by twentieth- and

twenty-first-century professional writers from mainland China and the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region. The nine novels are listed in Appendix B. The selection of these novels was largely based on the

availability of an electronic version of each of these from the Chinese E-book website: www.eshunet.com. They

were chosen from a larger pool, as there were not enough episodes of motion events in some other Chinese novels

sampled.3 Twenty ‘‘episodes’’ were selected at random from each novel, where an episode is defined as ‘‘the

movement of a major protagonist, beginning from a stationary position and continuing to move until arriving at

another stationary position where a plot-advancing event occurs’’ (Özçalışkan and Slobin, 2003:260). The episode

can be about a simple trajectory as in (6) or an extended journey as in (7) with six motion event clauses. What

matters is that the protagonist ended in a different place within an uninterrupted stretch of a narrative (cf. Slobin,

1996a:207).
To make the results maximally comparable with previous studies on motion event descriptions in novels, we follow

the practice of focusing on descriptions of self-initiated motion. As a result, caused motion as shown in (8) is not

included for analysis. Caused motion is defined as a motion event where the movement of figure (e.g., the guard) is

caused by the action of another agent (e.g., the man named ‘Miao Renfeng’).
3 These other Chinese novels seem to have the flavor of Spanish novels. Slobin (1996a) notes that it is often difficult to find any explicit

descriptions of motion events in a Spanish novel, which is hardly the case for English novels. The novels he sampled left him with the impression

that ‘‘the English writers are quite concerned with moving their characters from place to place, whereas the characters in the Spanish novels often

simply appear at a new place’’ (Slobin, 1996a:207). Of course, writers of different languages might not differ with respect to their cognitive ability to

recognize the movement of the protagonist. But rather, as Oh (2003) suggests, crosslinguistic differences might exist in whether motion events are

expressed explicitly or implicitly. These other Chinese novels might also be the product of individual variations, as one reviewer suggests that some

novels may focus more on characters’ movements, and others more on character portrayal and dialogue.

http://www.eshunet.com/
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5.2. Coding

Each of the 180 episodes (20 episodes � 9 novels = 180) was further divided into clauses and coded for motion

event descriptions, following Berman and Slobin (1994:657) for the definition of ‘clause’ as a linguistic unit that

contains a unified predicate, i.e., ‘‘a predicate that expresses a single situation’’. Thus, for our purpose, a predicate may

be any motion verb or motion verb construction similar to the ones discussed below.

The number of motion event descriptions varied from episode to episode, and there were a total of 520 motion event

descriptions in the 180 episodes. The first author and a graduate research assistant who is a native speaker of Chinese

and who was not aware of the purpose of the study coded the motion event descriptions independently using the coding

scheme described and illustrated below (see also Guo and Chen, in press). They then compared each other’s coding to

check inter-coder reliability. All discrepancies were then discussed with the third person, the second author of the

paper, until consensus was reached. Four relevant aspects were coded: motion verbs, motion verb constructions,

expressions of ground information, and alternative expressions of manner. Some discrepancies were found in the

coding of motion verbs, with an initial inter-coder agreement being 95.4%.

5.2.1. Motion verbs

In order to examine the frequencies and diversity of different types of motion verbs, all motion verbs used in the

motion event descriptions were identified and coded. Four categories were identified according to their meaning of

motion: manner verbs, path verbs (non-deictic), deictic verbs (indicating path), and neutral verbs. Manner verbs refer

to the way in which a figure carries out a motion. Slobin (2004:255) refers to them as ‘‘an ill-defined set of dimensions

that modulate motion, including motor pattern, rate, rhythm, posture, affect, and evaluative factors’’. Path verbs refer

to the trajectory over which a figure moves, typically with respect to another reference object (i.e., the ground). Deictic

verbs indicate path relative to the speaker. Mandarin has two deictic verbs, lái ‘‘come’’ for motion approaching the

speaker, and qù ‘‘go’’ for motion away from the speaker. Neutral verbs are those verbs that do not express any notion

of translational motion in the normal context, but when used in the V1 slot in the V1 + V2 serial verb construction

acquire the function and meaning of manner verbs. An example of neutral verb is the word mō ‘‘feel, touch’’ in

mō dào (feel/touch arrive) ‘‘feel one’s way to’’.

Some fixed phrasal verbs that express motion were excluded from analysis in this study. Previous studies (Chen,

2005, 2007; Guo and Chen, in press) have observed the use of such phrasal motion expressions as dàodá

‘‘arrive’’, qiánjı̀n ‘‘move forward’’, lùguò ‘‘pass by’’, láidào ‘‘arrive’’, and jı̄ngguò ‘‘pass by’’. They

seem to belong to none of the four categories because of their distinct structural properties. First, normal manner

verbs or path verbs can be followed by a deictic verb (e.g., zǒu lái (walk come) ‘‘walk over here’’, or guò lái

(cross come) ‘‘cross over here’’, or zǒu guò lái (walk cross come) ‘‘walk across over here’’). But none of these

phrasal verbs can precede the deictic verbs. Second, the manner verb and the path verb in a serial verb construction

can be separated by the potential marker de, the negation marker bù, and the perfective aspectual marker le

(e.g., zǒu de/bù/le guò lái (walk can/cannot/PFV cross come) ‘‘(One) can walk over here’’; ‘‘(One)

cannot walk over here’’; ‘‘(One) has walked over here’’). But none of these phrasal verbs has this grammatical

property, because the two characters in the phrasal verbs are not separable morphological units. Third, these phrasal

verbs express a combined meaning of manner + path or path + path that cannot be categorized as either manner or

path of motion. The use of these expressions is very rare, and in fact only one example of each was found in the data

sampled in the study.

5.2.2. Motion verb constructions

In Mandarin, the serial verb construction normally allows a maximum of three verbal components side by side in

the order of Manner + Path + Deictic. Any of these three verb types can also form two-component constructions, or

occur alone, resulting in the following eight verb construction types: M + P + D, M + P, M + D, P + D, P + P, M, P, and

D. Examples are given below:
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In the M + P + D or M + P constructions, neutral verbs that do not indicate any notion of motion on their own are

also used in the M position. These verbs, as listed in Table 1, acquire the motion meaning once they are combined with

the path verb. In these situations, the neutral verbs become temporary manner verbs. Therefore, these neutral verbs are

treated as M in these constructions. An example is given in (10).
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Table 1

Verb types with frequency counts in the sample from the nine Chinese novels.

Order Character Pinyin Meaning Frequency Order Character Pinyin Meaning Frequency

Manner verbs (41 types)

1 zǒu ‘‘walk’’ 176 22 huá ‘‘slide’’ 2

2 pǎo ‘‘run’’ 37 23 tuı̀ ‘‘move backward’’ 2

3 tiào ‘‘jump’’ 28 24 chéng ‘‘drive’’ 1

4 bēn ‘‘ran quickly/gallop’’ 16 25 qiǎng ‘‘rush’’ 1

5 zhuǎn ‘‘turn’’ 11 26 dēng ‘‘climb’’ 1

6 pá ‘‘crawl/climb’’ 11 27 diào ‘‘fall’’ 1

7 kuà ‘‘stride’’ 10 28 shı̌ ‘‘drive’’ 1

8 chōng ‘‘dash’’ 10 29 shuāi ‘‘fall’’ 1

9 zuān ‘‘squeeze’’ 9 30 fān ‘‘turn/tip over’’ 1

10 chuān ‘‘cross’’ 7 31 gēn ‘‘follow’’ 1

11 táo ‘‘escape’’ 6 32 gǔn ‘‘roll’’ 1

12 liū ‘‘slide/sneak away’’ 5 33 yōng ‘‘swarm’’ 1

13 fēi ‘‘fly’’ 4 34 yǒng ‘‘gush’’ 1

14 guǎi ‘‘turn’’ 4 35 luò ‘‘fall’’ 1

15 zhuı̄ ‘‘chase’’ 4 36 tı̄ ‘‘kick’’ 1

16 gǎn ‘‘hurry through’’ 3 37 tuō ‘‘drag’’ 1

17 duó ‘‘walk slowly’’ 3 38 xiàn ‘‘sink’’ 1

18 cuàn ‘‘leap’’ 2 39 xué ‘‘turn back’’ 1

19 duǒ ‘‘hide’’ 2 40 yuè ‘‘jump over’’ 1

20 yı́ng ‘‘confront’’ 2 41 pū ‘‘throw oneself on’’ 1

21 mài ‘‘stride’’ 2

Neutral verbs (6 types)

1 zhàn ‘‘stand’’ 8 4 mō ‘‘feel’’ 1

2 tǎng ‘‘lie on a surface’’ 1 5 zuò ‘‘sit’’ 1

3 jı̌ ‘‘push’’ 1 6 dài ‘‘take/bring’’ 1

Path verbs (13 types)

1 dào ‘‘arrive/reach’’ 122 7 huı́ ‘‘return’’ 22

2 chū ‘‘exit’’ 71 8 qı̌ ‘‘rise’’ 16

3 jı̀n ‘‘enter’’ 62 9 kāi ‘‘part/open’’ 7

4 guò ‘‘cross’’ 52 10 lı́ ‘‘leave/part’’ 5

5 xià ‘‘descend’’ 44 11 rù ‘‘enter’’ 2

6 shàng ‘‘ascend’’ 34 12 a dǎo ‘‘fall down’’ 1

a The verb dǎo found in the data does not seem to encode any information about manner of movement, as it follows the manner verb shuāi

‘‘fall’’. It is translated it into English as ‘‘fall down’’ for lack of a equivalent path verb in English. It should also be pointed out that the verb dǎo can

be used as a manner verb, as in dǎo xià lái ‘‘topple/fall down’’.
The other construction type that is coded in the MP category includes cases where a manner verb is followed by the

locative co-verb zài ‘‘at’’, as in (11). In this context, the co-verb zài, which normally indicates location else where,

acquires a sense of path by way of collocation with the manner verb that precedes it.

5.2.3. Ground phrases

To address research question 3, the expressions providing ground information in the same clause with the motion

verbs were identified and coded. Ground includes source (e.g., cóng dòng lı̌ ‘‘from the hole’’), medium (e.g.,

pǎo guò shùlı́n ‘‘run through the forest’’), and goal (e.g., zuān jı̀n dòng lı̌ ‘‘squeeze into the hole’’)

against which the figure moves. Following Slobin (1996b), a distinction was made between plus-ground and minus-

ground clauses. Plus-ground clauses contain one or more pieces of ground information. In (12a), for example, the two
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motion event descriptions each contain a piece of ground information, and therefore there are two plus-ground clauses.

Minus-ground clauses do not have any ground information, as in (12b).

5.2.4. Alternative expressions of manner
To address research question 4, all expressions that depicted manner of movement without the use of a manner verb

were examined. Following Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003:265), two major types of alternative descriptions of manner

were coded: adverbials [adverbs, as in (13a), adverbial phrases, as in (13b), or adverbial clauses, as in (13c)], and as in

(14) descriptions of ‘‘internal state or physical condition of a moving entity’’ or ‘‘features of the physical setting that

could influence manner of motion’’.
4 Manner adverbs in Chinese are typically derived from adjectives with the addition of the suffix –de (Li and Thompson, 1981).
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Example (14) provides a description of the physical condition of the moving entities, the wounded, and a

description of the physical setting, the places they walked by were filled with bloodstains, allowing one to infer the

manner of movement. These alternative manner expressions provide information about manner either explicitly or

implicitly beyond the use of the manner verbs.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Motion verb use: Types

Table 1 on p. 9 presents the list of the manner verbs, neutral verbs, and path verbs, and their frequencies of use in the

motion event descriptions sampled from the nine Chinese novels. There were 41 manner verb types, 6 neutral verb

types, and 12 path verb types with varying frequencies of occurrence.

A major difference between S-languages and V-languages lies in the numbers of manner and path verbs in terms of

both type and token. The number of types indicates the richness of the lexicon, and the number of tokens indicates the

frequencies of occurrence. Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003) claimed that S-languages tend to have significantly richer

manner verb lexicons than V-languages. Using the same sampling procedure as did this study, they found that novels in

English (an S-language) contained more than twice as many manner verb types (64 types) than novels in Turkish (a V-

language) novels (26 types). Our results suggest that Chinese falls between these two language types, as shown in Table 2.

Even if we include the six neutral verbs to the manner verb category (i.e., zuò ‘‘sit’’, jı̌ ‘‘push’’, mō ‘‘feel

one’s way’’, zhàn ‘‘stand’’, tǎng ‘‘lie horizontally’’, and dài ‘‘carry’’), the pattern still holds. It is evident that

Chinese differs from both S- and V-languages in terms of the lexical richness of manner verbs.
Table 2

Manner verb types in nine novels in English, Chinese, and Turkish.

English Chinese Turkish

S-language ?-language V-language

Manner verb types 64 41 26
5.3.2. Motion verb use: Tokens

The frequency and percentage of different types of motion verb used in the nine Chinese novels are presented in

Table 3, along with a comparison with those used in nine English and nine Turkish novels reported in Özçalışkan and

Slobin (2003).

Table 3 shows two important findings. First, novels written in Chinese included more tokens of manner verbs

(45.3%) than novels written in Turkish (34%), but less than novels written in English (53%). Second, while English

novels heavily relied on manner verbs (53% manner verbs as compared to 27% of path verbs) in describing motion

events and Turkish novels heavily relied on path verbs (59% path verbs as compared to 34% of manner verbs), the

contrast between the percentages of these two types of motion verbs in Chinese novels is much less drastic (45.3%

manner verbs as compared to 53.1% path verbs). The pattern of motion verb use in Chinese is thus different from that

found in both an S-language like English and a V-language like Turkish.
Table 3

Percentages of different motion verbs used in the nine novels in Chinese, English and Turkish.a

Manner Path Neutral Total

Chinese 45.3% (374) 53.1% (438) 1.6% (13) 825

English 53% 27% 20% N/A

Turkish 34% 59% 7% N/A

Note: The numbers in parentheses indicate frequencies. This information is not available for English and Turkish in Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003).
a 2% of manner verbs in English were used in subordinate constructions (e.g., go running), and 4% of manner verbs in Turkish were used in

subordinate constructions (e.g., yuvarlanarak düş ‘‘fall rolling’’). The percentages are collapsed here for ease of comparison. In addition, the neutral

verbs in English and Turkish are verbs with no manner or path such as go or move, and therefore are not the same as those in Chinese. Readers are

referred to Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003) for details.
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Table 4

The distribution of motion verb constructions in the nine Chinese novels.

Motion verb construction Token Percentage Subtotal

Manner + path MPD 103 19.81% 62.31%

MP 221 42.50%

Manner onlya MD 42 8.08% 14.81%

M 35 6.73%

Path only PD 27 5.19% 22.12%

PP 20 3.85%

P 68 13.08%

Deictic only D 4 0.77% 0.77%

Total 520 100%

a Although the two deictic verbs express a very general sense of path of motion, the meaning is primarily focused on the directional relationship

with the speaker. In addition, other researchers (e.g., Özçalışkan and Slobin, 2003) categorize motion verbs such as come and go as ‘‘neutral verbs’’,

expressing neither manner nor path. For this reason, MD constructions are considered as ‘‘manner only’’ constructions.
5.3.3. Motion verb constructions

Since a Chinese clause allows a verb phrase that contains either a single verb (either a manner verb or a path verb),

or a serial verb construction (including both a manner verb and a path verb), it is important to examine the distribution

of the different verb constructions. The distribution of the eight types of motion verb constructions used by the Chinese

novelists is presented in Table 4.

Table 4 shows that Chinese writers use a significant number of manner only (14.81%) or path only (22.12%) verb

constructions, with path only constructions taking a slight lead over manner only constructions. This indicates that

both manner verbs and path verbs are considered independent main verbs in Chinese discourse. However, even though

manner and path are frequently expressed separately, the majority of motion verb constructions contain both manner

and path verbs. The MPD and MP constructions constitute 62.31% of all motion verb constructions. Clearly, Chinese

writers characteristically prefer to include both manner and path components when referring to a motion event. These

data suggest that Chinese may indeed be an equipollently-framed language in describing motion events.

5.3.4. Description of ground elements

Table 5 shows the distribution of plus-ground clauses in Chinese novels, as compared to those for English (an

S-language) and Spanish (a V-language). In the Chinese novels, 83% of motion events contain a ground element. A

previous study by Slobin (1996a) shows that 96% of such descriptions are plus-ground clauses in five English novels, and

81% in five Spanish novels. This seems to indicate that Chinese behaves more similarly to V-languages than S-languages.

Table 6 presents the percentages of motion event clauses that contained different numbers of ground elements in

Chinese (present study) and English and Spanish novels (Slobin, 1996a).
Table 6

Percentages of clauses containing different amount of ground information.

Number of ground elements per motion event clause

0 1 2 3+

English 4% 61% 26% 9%

Chinese 17% 81% 2% 0%

Spanish 19% 73% 8% 0%

Table 5

Percentage of plus-ground clauses in novels.

English Chinese Spanish

Plus-ground clauses 96% 83% 81%
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Table 8

The percentage of alternative manner expressions to accompany a manner verb in novels.a

Chinese English Turkish

100% 73% 39%

a Results for English and Turkish were drawn from Slobin (2004:232).

Table 7

Frequency of motion descriptions containing alternative manner expressions in novels.a

Adverbials Descriptions Total

Chinese 98 4 102

English 73 34 107

Turkish 93 20 113

a Results for English and Turkish were drawn from Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003:266).
Table 6 shows that when Chinese novelists do provide ground information about the source, goal or medium of

movement, they tend to limit themselves to just one piece of information, and never refer to more than two. In this

respect, Chinese uses more one-ground-element clauses and fewer two-ground-element clauses even than a V-

language like Spanish. This suggests that Chinese narrations, when they treat ground of movement, behave more like a

V-language, such as Spanish, than like an S-language, such as English.

5.3.5. Alternative expressions of manner

Table 7 provides a comparison between the novels in Chinese, English (an S-language), and Turkish (a V-language)

with regard to the use of alternative means for expressing manner of movement.

The results in Table 7 seem to suggest that professional writers, regardless of their native language type, make

frequent use of alternative manner expressions in their descriptions of motion events. However, Özçalışkan and

Slobin (2003) discovered different functions that these alternative expressions served in English and Turkish

novels. As shown in Table 8, in English, the majority of alternative manner expressions (73%) were used to

accompany and qualify manner verbs (e.g., Fido very very quietly slunk out of the water.), thereby augmenting

additional attention to manner, whereas in Turkish only 39% of alternative manner expressions qualified a manner

verb. The majority (61%) occurred with non-manner verbs (e.g., evden yel gibi çıktı ‘he exited from the house like

the wind’). In comparison, Chinese writers used these alternative manner expressions exclusively (100%) to

accompany manner verbs.

It can thus be concluded that the habitual use of alternative expressions of manner in Chinese is different from those

found both in V-languages and S-languages, as far as the functions of such expressions are concerned.

6. Discussion

6.1. The use of motion verbs and motion verb constructions in Chinese novels

The results above provide some evidence that Chinese is similar to neither S-languages nor V-languages, but rather

stands out as belonging to a distinct third type. In terms of the diversity of the lexicon of manner verbs, Chinese is

richer than a V-language such as Turkish, but not as rich as an S-language such as English. In addition, English shows a

predominant use of manner verbs, while Turkish shows a predominant use of path verbs. In Chinese, by contrast,

manner and path verbs are both very frequent, though path verbs are slightly more frequent. In addition, the majority of

Chinese motion verb constructions are M + P constructions, while the M constructions and P constructions are

relatively comparable in frequency to one another.

As Slobin (2000) points out, descriptions of manner are largely determined by the language specific lexicalization

patterns, which in turn determine the types of grammatical construction for motion events of different languages.
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According to Slobin, the construction in (15a) is typically associated with motion events in an S-language such as

English and (15b) with a V-language such as Spanish. Since manner of motion is routinely expressed in a syntactically

obligatory component, i.e., the main verb, in S-languages, there is no additional ‘‘cost’’ to adding richer manner

expressions. By contrast, since the verb slot is typically occupied by a path verb in a V-language, the addition of a

manner expression imposes some additional ‘‘cost’’, in that it has to add an element or phrase to the sentence. As a

result, speakers of S-languages consistently show both higher frequency of use and greater lexical diversity of manner

verbs than speakers of V-languages (Slobin, 2000:110).
We suggest that the lexicalization pattern of Chinese entails the construction type in (15c) as the characteristic

expression for motion events, and the characteristic construction type predisposes our Chinese writers to deal with

motion events in a distinct way. Specifically, there is one slot combining motion and manner and another one

combining motion and path in Chinese, but at the same time neither manner nor path verbs are a syntactically

obligatory component in a sentence. The availability of the combined slot for motion and manner may have

encouraged Chinese speakers to elaborate the domain of manner of movement, resulting in a richer manner verb

lexicon than that of V-languages. But since this slot is grammatically optional, rather than obligatory, the manner

verb lexicon is not as rich as that of S-languages. For the same reasons, the Chinese manner verb token frequency is

not as high as that of S-languages, but higher than that of V-languages. The lexicalization pattern in Chinese seems

to exert two conflicting forces to produce a unique manner verb lexicon as well as usage patterns of motion event

descriptions.
6.2. Making reference to grounds of movement in Chinese novels

In terms of making reference to ground elements in novels, our results suggest that Chinese tends to pattern

with Spanish (a V-language) but not English (an S-language). Chinese and Spanish novelists mention fewer

ground objects than English novelists who ‘‘rarely move their protagonists without mentioning some ground

object relative to the path’’ (Slobin, 1996a:207). We observe that Chinese novelists use path verbs almost as

frequently as Turkish (a V-language) novelists, and significantly more frequently than English (an S-language)

novelists. The high frequency of path verb usage is particularly significant given that the path verb types are

limited in Chinese, as compared to V-languages such as Turkish. The frequent use of path verbs may have led

Chinese writers to provide less rich ground information in individual motion clauses like V-language writers do.

The ground information is left to inference from the context. Our Chinese writers seem to prefer to use a

descriptive setting to trace out different ground elements or simply to imply a transitional motion into a new

ground. In (16), for example, the person came out of the yard into a back lane. The entry into the back lane was not

introduced by a motion expression containing a path verb, but rather by a description of the setting, with the goal

of motion implied.
5 We set aside the issue of finiteness of the verbs involved.
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The underlined description in (16) provides us with the information about the goal of movement. Although the

source of motion is explicitly stated, the goal of motion is implied by the underlined description.

Another interesting way to mention ground elements was frequently used by our Chinese novelists. Consider (17).

The underlined parts in (17) tell us that she walked out of one room, and went into another. However, the motion of

entry is implied by opening the lock, by the sound, and by the following silence. In a sense, all these different ways of

providing ground information come into competition with explicit ground phrases connected to motion predicates, and

make reference to ground elements in individual motion event clauses less frequent.

With respect to ground information in motion expressions, studies of elicited spoken narratives have showed that

Chinese uses even less ground information than in the present study. Percentages have been found to be significantly

below those used in even a V-language, only 55.2% in the Frog Stories (Chen, 2005; Guo and Chen, in press), as

compared to 82% for English, and 63% for Spanish (Slobin, 1996b). We consider these as significant evidence that

Chinese cannot be classified as an S-language.

6.3. Alternative expressions of manner

The use of alternative manner expressions in Chinese novels seems to show that Chinese is similar to an

S-language. Chinese writers used alternative expressions exclusively to accompany a manner verb. In contrast,

V-languages typically use such expressions to accompany a non-manner verb. However, Chinese differs from an

S-language in the percentages of alternative manner expressions that are used to accompany a manner verb. Why does

Chinese have a higher percentage (100%) of alternative manner expressions to accompany a manner verb than English
6 Sı̀héyuàn is a compound with houses forming the four sides of the courtyard.
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does (73%)? The answer seems to lie in the fact that the most frequently used manner verbs in Chinese are what Slobin

(1997) calls first tier manner verbs, which express more general manner information. Slobin suggests that there are two

tiers of manner verbs in language. The first tier consists of the more common everyday verbs such as walk, fly, and

climb, which express manner in broad categories. In contrast, the second tier consists of more expressive and

exceptional verbs like dash, swoop, scramble, and scurry, which express the more refined and unique manners of

motion. The most frequently used Chinese manner verbs are the first tier verbs. In order to elaborate on manner,

Chinese writers need to use alternative expressions of manner to provide the more refined manner meaning. For

example, to describe the manner of walking, English writers use a dozen of verbs with fine distinctions to express the

same motion. Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003:263) provide the following list.
(18)
 Verbs of manner-of-walking in nine English novels
walk, drift, loiter, march, pace, plod, rustle, shuffle, sift, skitter, sneak, stride, tiptoe, tramp, tread,

wade, weave
In contrast, Chinese writers typically use the verb zǒu ‘‘walk’’ which is very general in meaning and occasionally

use duó ‘‘walk slowly’’ and mài ‘‘stride’’. It’s worth mentioning that the verb zǒu ‘‘walk’’ was the most frequently used

manner verb in the nine Chinese novels. It was used 176 times, which means it occurred in one third of the motion

event descriptions examined in the study. To complement the information about manner of movement provided by the

verb zǒu ‘‘walk’’, Chinese writers resorted to various types of adverbials such as those in (13), and descriptions of the

internal state or physical condition of a moving entity or features of the physical setting that could influence manner of

motion, as in (14). The examples in (19) further illustrate the use of adverbs in the Chinese novels to accompany the

general manner verb to express different ways of walking.

To consider the relationships among Chinese and S- and V-languages in this regard, we suggest a continuum of

incorporation of manner information in a sentence structure. On the one end, V-languages use alternative manner

expressions to qualify non-manner verbs. On the other end of the continuum, S-languages use alternative manner

expressions to extend the already refined manner information encoded in the expressive manner verbs. Sitting in the

middle of the continuum, Chinese uses alternative manner expressions to accompany the more general first tier manner

verbs. Thus, the use of alternative manner expressions presents another piece of evidence for the need to consider

Chinese as neither an S-language nor a V-language, but rather as a third type of language.

7. Conclusions

Each language trains its speakers to pay attention to ‘‘particular aspects of experience and to relate them verbally in

ways that are characteristic of that language’’ (Berman and Slobin, 1994:611). As a consequence, when it is difficult to

determine the typology of a language by way of examining its structural features through data from speaker’s

subjective intuitions, we can address that issue by way of examining the patterns of language use by its speakers and

writers. In this paper, we have examined the use of motion verbs, motion verb constructions, alternative manner

expressions, and reference to ground elements in nine Chinese novels in order to gain insight into the characteristic

expression of motion events in Chinese and its typological classification. The analysis suggests that Chinese

professional writers express motion events in a way that does not clearly align with writers of either V-languages such

as Spanish and Turkish or S-languages such as English. These distinct patterns of language use provide challenges to
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the classification of Chinese as either an S-language or a V-language. Furthermore, Chinese professional writers and

Chinese narrators of elicited spoken narratives (e.g., frog stories) express motion events in a similar manner, which

suggests that these patterns of language use are consistent across modality (written versus spoken) and the task

differences (elicited picture-based narration versus creative fiction writing).

We thus conclude that, in describing motion events, Chinese is not an S-language, nor a V-language. Rather,

Chinese belongs to the third language type, the equipollently-framed languages.
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Appendix A. List of abbreviations for grammatical morphemes

These abbreviations follow the convention in Li and Thompson (1981).

ACC accusative

AdvM adverb marker

ASSOC associative

CL classifier

CSC complex stative construction

DUR durative aspect

GEN genetive marker

NOM nominalizer

PFV perfective aspect

PROG progressive aspect

Appendix B. The nine Chinese novels

Author Date Title in Chinese Title in English

1 Bā Jı̄n 1948 Hán yè Cold Nights

2 Dı̄ng Lı́ng 1948 Tàiyáng zhào zài sānggān hé shàng The Sun Shines over Sanggan River

3 Jı̄n Yōng 1958 Xuě shān fēi hú A Flying Fox on the Snowy Mountain

4 Liáng Xiǎoshēng 1986 Wǒ de dàxué shēnghuó My University Life

5 Shàn Tiánfāng n.d. Bǎi nián fēng yún Stories of the Late Qing Dynasty

6 Wáng Shuò 2002 Wán de jiù shı̀ xı̄n tiào Live to Play

7 Wèi Wēi 1987 Dı̀qiú de hóng piāodài The Long March: 1934–1935

8 Zhōu Érfù 1980 Shànghǎi de zǎochén Morning in Shanghai

9 Zhōu Lı̀bō 1948 Bàofēng zhòuyǔ Thunderstorm
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